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Dear Mr Spencer
Plan:MK examination – representations on the published Proposed Submission version of
the plan
I am writing in response to your letter of 26 June 2018 in which you requested us to
undertake a check of the representations submitted on Plan:MK at the Regulation 19
stage. The consultation period for this was from Wednesday 8 November 2017 until 5.00pm
on Wednesday 20 December 2017.
You asked us to undertake three actions prior to the opening of the examination hearing
sessions on 10 July:
(1) Double check there are no missing valid representations that should be on the
databases (contacts and representations) provided to the Programme Officer and
myself;
(2) Provide a list of any late or inadmissible representations or confirm that there were
none; and
(3) Be in a position on the opening session to confirm the content of the Regulation 22
consultation statement and clarify/confirm the number of valid representations
received on the published plan.
We have double-checked our records and can confirm that there are no missing valid
representations which ought to have been included on the contacts and representations
databases. The representations which were received late, after the close of the consultation,
are detailed below:




Ridgmont Parish Council (email sent at 17:05 on 20 December 2017)
Ms Sophie Ferguson (email sent at 17:07 on 20 December 2017)
Mr Robert de Grey (email sent at 17:08 on 20 December 2017)

Civic Offices, 1 Saxon Gate East, Central Milton Keynes, MK9 3EJ





Hornes Brewery (email sent at 10:51 on 21 December 2017)
Oxalis Planning Limited (email sent at 11:43 on 21 December 2017)
Mr Michael Moutrie (email sent at 16:49 on 30 December 2017) [Note: this
representation had previously been submitted through the Council’s online
consultation portal on 20 November 2017 (ref. PSPMK4) within the timeframe of the
consultation.]

A late representation was received and accepted from Highways England following our prior
agreement to a request for an extension of time. This representation was submitted at 10:29
on 25 January 2018.
We can therefore confirm that the number of valid representations received on the published
plan is correct as per the Regulation 22 consultation statement (MK/SUB/002) which states at
paragraph 11, “The Council received 894 comments from 210 respondents on the Proposed
Submission Plan:MK October 2017, received via email, post and through the Council’s online
consultation portal.”
We trust that this clarification is helpful.
Yours sincerely

John Cheston
Development Plans Manager

Civic Offices, 1 Saxon Gate East, Central Milton Keynes, MK9 3EJ

